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• Cruciform Hub
  – decant to Science Library
  – other study spaces for medical students
• Science Library
  – Ground floor (1) Computer cluster
  – Ground floor (2) Assistance Service
  – Weeding
  – Main staircase redecorations
  – Maths, Physics, Chemistry reading room
  – Engineering reading room
• Main Library
• Research Grid 2
Cruciform Library @ Science – decant

• From 07/06, Cruciform Library closes
• Med Sci Pers moving to Wickford
• Management moving to Main Library, 2nd floor, near Jewish Studies
• Cruciform Library moves to current Med Sci Pers reading room (Science Library 2nd floor)
• Cruciform staff move to adjacent staff office
• Cruciform @ Science opens 01/07
• Cruciform moves back to new Cruciform Hub in Spring 2014
Other spaces for medical students

• JBS Haldane Student Hub, Anatomy building (open since Easter 2013)
  28 PCs
  Social study area
  2 group work rooms

• South Wing basement, behind Print Room Cafe (from October 2013)
  Small computer cluster, available until Cruciform Hub opens
Science Library ground floor (1)

Computer cluster

Aiming to make Postgrad cluster quieter, by moving it to mezzanine
New Assistance pod to be created under mezzanine stairs
Science Library ground floor (2)

Assistance Service

• Options for re-configuring ground floor being drawn up for consultation (by early June)

• If possible, works to start in August

• Aiming to complete works by end of September
Science Library weeding

- 10-14/06: Med Sci Pers moving to Stores (definite)
- 24/06: Engineering Pers move (estimated date)
- 26/06: Maths/Physics/Chemistry etc Pers move (estimated date)
- 03/07: Anthropology+Geography/Librarianship Pers move (estimated date)
Science Library main stairs

- Staircase lobby walls on all floors being repainted
- Panels on bannister being repainted
Science Library
Maths, Physics, Chemistry reading room

• Reading room to be re-configured to provide more quiet study spaces

• Room will close between 22/07-09/08 (approx) to allow for works to be completed.
Science Library

Engineering reading room

- New social study area by reading room entrance
- New glass wall to segregate quiet study space

- Works begin 24/06
- Complete by 05/07
Main Library

• “French corridor” takeover (June 2013)
• Donaldson flooring (August 2013)
• 2nd floor link corridor flooring / redecorations (June 2013)
• North Junction flooring (TBC)
Research Grid II

1. Exhibition wall / presentations
2. Tea Point
3. Printing facility
4. Tea point seating
5. Plectrum table seating
6. Monitor
7. Drop in compute stations
8. Lockers
9. Computer booths

Presentation / Group Working
Tea Point / Common Room
Group Working
Study Booths

burwell deakins : architects
Questions

Please email benjamin.meunier@ucl.ac.uk